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In the six years I spent tracking Harry Pidderly, it never occured to me that he 

doesn’t exist. I spent so much time trying to find this man, only to find out that someone 

had created this fake identity to be able to buy whatever they wanted. This man named 

Lucas Stevens is a crazy drug dealer that had several fake identities and used all of 

them to buy anything in the world, legally that is. He used the Harry Pidderly account to 

buy his houses and expensive, fancy cars. The wealthy drug lord put all the money he 

earned from selling into these accounts, but he had shut down the account for “Harry 

Pidderly” and the Los Angeles Police Department had asked me to track him as best I 

could while still maintaining my job at the department. I had notified all the departments 

around Los Angeles and they helped me look for him. I took as many trips as the 

department would let me to look into as many of the leads as I could get. I traveled to 

the very Northern parts of California, Washington, Oregon, and Nevada. I asked each 

person that was a supposed suspect. They said that they had no idea who this person 

was and that they have never heard that name before. There was one guy in Nevada 

that said he had heard the name and said that Harry wasn’t real. So, I took him back to 

my station and questioned him thoroughly. We found out that Lucas Stevens had made 

the account and was just using it so he didn’t have to make an account in his real name. 

The department had been looking for this guy for a very long time and all of us were 

estatic that we were about to finally close this case. We arrived at “Harry Pidderly’s” 



house and surrounded the building. Next we infiltrated the home and placed everyone 

under arrest. There were several men and women that all had some type of drug in their 

possession. They all eventually had their court trials and went to jail. Mr.Stevens went to 

jail longer then anyone else in thr group. He had more charges and no one was going to 

see him for a very long time.  


